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‘I have summoned you together’, continued Dobó, ‘in order that you may all take 
stock of yourselves. For anyone who puts a higher price on his skin than on the 
future of the nation, the gate still stands open. Men are what I need. Better a few 
lions than a lot of rabbits. Let anyone who trembles at the approaching storm leave 
the room before I say any more, for we must swear to defend the fortress with an 
oath so binding that anyone who breaks it will be unable, after his death, to stand 
before the eyes of the eternal God.’2

 

So stated Commander István Dobó, defender of the Eger Castle, which according to 
legend stood firm for weeks in 1552 and eventually outlasted the siege of Turkish 
horde. These are the lofty words that every grade school Hungarian reads, and 

upon which every Hungarian soldier, statesman, and leader bases his deeds. Almost five 
hundred years later the situation has changed and destinies have become intertwined. 
Instead of two thousand men within a single castle, the question is whether sixty five 
million citizens in four neighbouring countries can grasp their common destiny, and 
banding together with the fortitude of commander Dobó, collectively defend their 
homeland and their allies.

The four countries in question are Hungary, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, and 
Poland, otherwise known as the Visegrad Four (V4). The question revolves around their 
ability to cooperate in the defence realm inside the construct of the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization (NATO), which, since its inception over sixty years ago, has successfully 
fulfilled this oath to one another, and just recently recommitted itself to an updated 
enduring purpose by mutually agreeing to a new Strategic Concept (SC). Secretary 
General Anders Fogh Rasmussen called this SC an “action plan,” which answers 
today’s security challenges.3 “We need a new approach: Smart Defence – ensuring 
greater security, for less money, by working together with more flexibility. I know that 
Allies don’t always find multinational cooperation the most attractive option. There are 
lingering concerns about delayed delivery schedules, inflated overhead costs, and slow 
decision-making. And of course, defence is tightly bound with national sovereignty, 
industry, and jobs. Yet, the [economic] crisis makes cooperation between nations no 
longer a choice. It is a necessity.”4 He went on to cite two major instances of where 
NATO members can find examples of just this type of cooperation in action. The first 
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he mentioned was the recent Franco-British defence agreement. He called it a “turning 
point” that two such historically competitive countries could put aside their differences 
and cooperate in development and capability fulfilment. This was an example of political 
will. The second he mentioned was the Strategic Airlift Capability (SAC) consortium of 
C-17 type aircraft located at Pápa, Hungary. This was an example of tactical execution.5

The View from the V4

A brief analysis of the stated priorities of the V4’s National Security Strategies (NSS), 
their viewpoint entering the SC debate, and their subsequent response following 
its agreement will shed light on the current synergies and obstacles to V4 defence 
cooperation. The V4 bottom line, as stated in their respective NSS, is remarkably similar. 
NATO is the backbone of their security in the traditional, “hard” security realm.6 NATO 
“offers the best security guarantees available in a political-military context” without 
any “equivalent alternative”.7 Csaba Hende, the Hungarian Defence Minister, went so 
far as to state that Hungary is incapable of defending its own territory and sovereignty 
without NATO help.8 This is the starting point for all V4 arguments entering any debate 
regarding the nature and direction of NATO.

All members of NATO see the organisation’s importance or they would not be 
contributing partners. The debate begins as we analyze differing views of today’s 
security environment, and the true divergence is not between the V4 states, but amongst 
different groupings of NATO’s countries, with the V4 countries firmly entrenched on 
one side. As the debate over the makeup of NATO’s new SC developed, analysts firmly 
placed V4 countries as part of the so called “article 5 coalition”, which argued for a 
return to the basic principles of deterrence and defence of the Euro-Atlantic region.9 This 
need for territorial security was based on the historic fear of their eastern neighbour. 
This fear originated centuries ago when the V4 countries made up the eastern bulwark 
of Western Christendom, continued through the twentieth century as Central Europe 
acted as the oft traded doormat of Russia and Germany, and was vividly recalled only 
a few years ago as Russia invaded Georgia, with which “Vladimir Putin managed to 
re-establish the credibility of the Russian army; remind the world that there still is 
a post-Soviet Russian sphere of influence; compel ‘every state on its periphery to re-
evaluate its position relative to Moscow’”.10 Without a doubt, the V4 recognises that 
“given Russia’s military potential and the nature of its foreign policy” it must be taken 
into account as a possible threat to the security interests of the easternmost flank of 
NATO.11 In fact, the NSS of Poland, Hungary, and Slovakia specifically single out Russia 
as a potential threat (an interesting exception is the Czech Republic, the only V4 country 
without a NATO external border).12,13,14,15 For some, often labelled the “globalists”, this is 
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a problematic stance, given the identification of Russia as a “strategic partner” in need 
of “constructive involvement”16. On one side of the argument are those who wish to 
“work with Russia on a range of issues” while others wish to “take a more firm stand”.17 
V4 countries, joined by the Baltics, find themselves resolutely in the latter camp.

Another disparity in views between V4 and other NATO countries regarding 
the security environment was highlighted by a 2005 study on the security strategy 
documents of Hungary, Slovakia, and the Czech Republic. Lt. Col. (Ret.) Elemír Nečej, 
a fellow at the Slovak Institute for Security and Defence Studies, noted that the stated 
primacy of the terrorist threat was in reality based on their foreign policy “homework” 
rather than a significant, tangible threat to that given country. In Hungary’s case there 
is a manifest absence in the NSS of any indication that Hungary is either a target or even 
transit country of terrorism.18 The Czech, Polish, and Slovak NSS similarly recognises 
the threat in a general sense, but more as an acknowledgement of a threat to allies, 
rather than self. The bottom line is the average V4 citizen would say they see Russia as 
a greater threat than a terrorist bomb on a local bus. This is understandable given the 
events of the past ten years, namely terrorist attacks that have primarily occurred in 
America or Western Europe as opposed to Russia’s most recent simulated war gaming 
exercise – a nuclear attack on Poland.19

The common V4 view of the security environment leads to a common V4 stance 
on practicalities such as plans, exercises, and presence. The cornerstone of effective 
deterrence is a credible defence both planned and practiced. This has not been the case 
in Central Europe as true contingency plans have not been drawn up – in the case of the 
Baltic republics – nor adequate large scale defensive exercises completed – in the case 
of all the Central European states.20,21 The V4 jointly feels a true commitment to Article 
5 of the Washington Treaty must be backed up by these plans and exercises moving 
forward.22 Furthermore, there is little NATO infrastructure developed within Central 
Europe, and even less within the V4 states. Permanently stationed NATO troops and 
equipment simply have not moved east from their historical bases in Germany and 
Italy, a fact that the V4 highlights in any debate over NATO’s future.23 This lack of 
solidarity has led V4 countries to question whether NATO would or could come to their 
defence in the face of a challenge to their territorial integrity.24

Related to this is the greater perceived sense of danger felt by the V4 regarding ballistic 
missile proliferation. There is no argument that missile proliferation is a significant 
security threat. However, the realisation of its defence has been planned, cancelled, 
and continuously debated due to costs and differences in approach. This threat is much 
more tangible for the V4 countries on the eastern periphery of NATO. They feel an 
urgent need to fulfil a missile defence capability, and their previous mentioned fear of 
Russia causes them to actively pursue its realisation, while other Western European 
powers worry about resetting relations with Russia. This inherent concern, while rarely 
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publicly stated, is evident when such countries as Poland insist that Russia not be given 
any sort of veto power or final control in the actual event of attack. Clearly, the V4 is 
not just fearful of an Iranian ballistic missile, but is also suspicious of one originating 
from its historical enemy (who also happens to own the greatest nuclear stockpile in 
Europe!).25

The final conclusion from the V4 countries is that a stronger, more credible, capable, 
and effective NATO committed to article 5 solidarity and backed up by US involvement 
in Central Europe is the best possible solution.26 V4 argumentation entering the SC 
debate as well as fundamental security documents of the four countries back up this 
conclusion.

The Present State of Affairs

Current V4 leaders have demonstrated their desire for cooperation, though many 
difficulties have hindered significant progress. Current V4 cooperation thus remains 
four states who either in concert, groups, or pairs, occasionally create coalitions of 
the willing to take on a given problem. There is no institutionalisation (outside of the 
Visegrad Fund) and compromise precludes progress, thus ad hoc cooperation only 
occurs when there is total agreement. Recently within NATO there have been a couple 
of bright spots, but major developments have remained elusive. The willingness is 
there, just not the will. A good starting point for our discussion is the negative. An 
overall feeling of security, fiscal constraints due to an economic crisis, and historic 
obstacles to agreement are the three factors which characterise the present difficulties 
in the Visegrad countries. This incites either a reluctance or inability to move forward.27

Money is the most often cited excuse for stagnancy. The fiscal problems facing the 
V4 are dire. The 2008 economic crisis hit the smaller, less developed economies of the 
V4 especially hard, and the need to decrease spending across the board is a fact, not 
a debate. The ever increasing feeling of security coupled with tightening fiscal strings 
are creating a public outcry for politicians to act, and European leaders are increasingly 
looking to the defence portion of the budget as an attractive place for potential monetary 
savings. This has two potential results, either the entire defence sector will grind to 
a halt or new, resourceful methods of cooperation will allow further progress and 
continued capability fulfilment. Presently there is little indication of active pursuit of 
the second possibility among the V4.28

Historic obstacles, another hindrance to deeper cooperation, can be categorised in 
two ways: divergence of perceived national interest, and discord caused by interstate 
rivalry and conflict. The first is simply differentiation between countries, the second is 
disagreement amongst them.
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Differentiation can be observed with some pertinent examples. First off, there are 
slight differences between the V4’s view of and approach to Russia. Many of these are 
based on the source and supply route of energy producing raw materials entering each 
country (see Chart 1). Slovakia’s almost complete dependence on Russia as a source of 
oil, gas, and nuclear fuel as well as its privileged position as a transit country to the west 
lend it towards a more permissive relationship with Russia. Further contributing to 
this is a complete lack of options given nonexistent supply route diversity. At the same 
time, the Czechs have been relatively successful extricating themselves from a complete 
Russian monopoly. Hungary and Poland fall somewhere in between. While their crude 
oil almost all comes from Russia, they have completely different situations with respect 
to natural gas, nuclear fuel, and overall dependence. The result is over twenty years of 
nuanced approaches and different political manoeuvring towards Russia.29

Chart 1: V4 Energy Dependence30,31

Russia as the source of: Czech 
Republic Hungary Poland Slovakia

Natural gas 75%   80% 46%   98%
Crude oil 71%   99% 93%   99%
Nuclear fuel 50% 100% N/A 100%
Total imported raw materials 40%   61% 96%*   90%
Diversity of supply routes Multiple 1 Oil alt. Limited None

*Does not account for coal, which is produced almost 100% domestically

Up until recently there has been a complete absence of and even adverse reactions 
to potential unified positions or actions in relations with Russia. The only attempt to 
coordinate policy, a joint maintenance and modernisation contract with Russia for Mi-24 
helicopters, was a complete failure. V4 coordinated efforts with the Russian Federation 
have even been labelled a “taboo topic” by a group of V4 experts.32 Coordinated actions, 
however, pose not just costs but also significant benefits. The cost is an increasingly 
aggravated Russia. The benefit is a greater weight and expanded foreign policy options. 
The results would likely be more advantageous contract agreements and huge potential 
monetary savings for the V4.33

This has been acknowledged by the V4, thus they are beginning to attempt to walk 
the tightrope between provocation and accommodation. At the Globsec conference 
in February 2010, there was agreement that intra V4 North–South connecting 
infrastructure must be collectively pursued and consensus that the Nabucco and North 
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Stream projects will be collectively encouraged by the V4 to increase energy security as 
well as ensure free market price setting.34 This once again illustrates a yet to be fulfilled 
desire to overcome differences in opinion and begin necessary cooperation. We can 
thus inductively conclude that collaborative progress must consider these nuanced 
approaches to foreign policy decision making between the V4 countries. Specific to 
Russia, we can conclude that the ostensible effects of Russian influence will force us to 
take into account their response to any potential V4 cooperation, regardless of sector.

Location also plays a significant part in differentiation between V4 viewpoints. 
Hungary’s southern location forces it to consider the situation in the Western Balkans 
much closer than its more northern V4 neighbours, while often Slovakia and Poland 
find themselves much more focused eastward on Ukraine. Poland also tends to take up 
the cause of its Baltic neighbours at times, echoing their concerns and desires, while the 
Czech Republic often finds itself rather neutral on all of the above issues. Differentiations 
such as these cause complications, disagreements cause impediments.35

Disagreements arise from a basic lack of trust amongst V4 members. Slovakia suffers 
from an inferiority complex towards the others, always feeling threats to its sovereignty 
particularly from its historical oppressor, Hungary. Tensions are heightened by the ever 
present bickering over citizenship and language use amongst those Hungarians living 
just north of their shared border. The complete lack of horizontal integration amongst 
Warsaw Pact members certainly did not foster trust, and negative feelings linger as a 
result of historic events which occurred during the formative years of current leadership 
(for instance the participation by Hungarian armed forces in the suppression of the 
Prague Spring in 1968). In fact, a leading V4 scholar in Hungary states that not only a 
shared fear of post-Soviet Russia pushed the V4 states towards western integration, but 
also a fear of each other. This lack of trust, though, is not just peculiar to inter-state rela-
tions, but internal relations as well. Within the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Slovakia 
there is little respect for the armed forces, and even less for the police. While in the US 
almost every poll shows the military as one of the most highly regarded professions, in 
these three countries there is little admiration for those in uniform, due to a complete 
lack of trust.36

In spite of these problems, differences, and obstacles, potential remains. The current 
V4 President’s platform for cooperation advocates exactly what this monograph calls 
for, “to continue exploring the possibilities for implementing multi-national solutions 
for the joint development of V4 countries’ capabilities within the purview of the 
national armaments directors and national capabilities directors.”37 Additionally, 
scholars are quick to point out V4 cooperation is the most successful, cohesive, and 
mature in Central Europe and benefits from a lack of competition with other forms of 
international cooperation.38 The political makeup of the present governing parties in 
all four V4 countries also provides a certain potential. There is an expanded political 
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will by four centre-right governments to find common ground and shared solutions. 
However, up to the present day any reinvigoration of defence cooperation amongst 
V4 countries has only been pursued on a bilateral basis.39 For instance, at a December 
2010 summit, defence officials announced a renewed cooperation initiative between 
Hungary and Slovakia, specifically highlighting helicopter training and support for the 
Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) centre in Trenčín, Slovakia.40 This came only three 
months after Hungarian and Polish Defence Ministers met for the first time in twelve 
years to discuss plans to cooperate.41 Clearly the groundwork is being laid for ever more 
inclusive joint projects.

There are several good examples of V4 countries supporting one another within 
NATO, all of which are relatively new occurrences. The first example comes from 
NATO’s Centres of Excellence (CoE) set up in V4 countries. The Hungarian Military 
Medical CoE, which was created in Budapest in May of 2009, is co-sponsored by 
the Czech Republic. The Joint Chemical, Biological, Radiation and Nuclear Defence 
CoE located in Vyškov, Czech Republic, is an outstanding example of support and 
participation by all V4 countries. The brand new EOD CoE based in Trenčín, Slovakia, 
which is still undergoing accreditation, is another example of coordinated V4 support 
within NATO. The Polish Military Police CoE is just beginning the development phase, 
though it is likely to receive co-sponsorship from fellow V4 members. These are positive 
steps, though they require rather small monetary and manpower contributions.42

Less successful are V4 cooperative efforts in larger NATO endeavours where only 
two of the four V4 members have chosen to participate. The first example is the Strategic 
Airlift Capability, whose original initiators included all four V4 members, only to see the 
Czech Republic and Slovakia drop out due to lack of interest and monetary restraints.43 
Similarly NATO’s newly forming Alliance Ground Surveillance (AGS) unit based in 
Italy is supported only by the Czech and Slovak Republics.44

Post Recommitment Fallout

Far more telling than the analysis of NATO’s new SC are the states’ responses to it. 
Amongst the V4 states the most telling example comes from Poland. Shortly after the 
SC became official, the Polish Institute of International Affairs (PISM) published a bul-
letin with the following title: “New Strategic Concept and NATO’s ‘visible assurances’ 
towards Central and Eastern Europe”.45 The direction of the entire article is indicated 
in its title. It could be restated as ‘what is NATO going to do for Central and Eastern 
Europe’ or ‘How is NATO going to prove to Central and Eastern Europe that it means 
business’. This is based on Poland’s going in irritation that NATO infrastructure 
is markedly absent in the Central and Eastern European (CEE) area in general, and 
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Poland in specific. Regardless of this fact, the article gives no indication that Poland 
will be stepping up to take on the burden of any of the newly called for capabilities, 
it only looks at how NATO can give visible assurances to Poland and CEE states of its 
commitment. The article goes on to highlight potential increases in the capability of 
the NATO Response Force (NRF), military trainings and exercises, and NATO presence 
within the CEE as visible assurances that can be hoped for, recommended, or even 
expected for NATO to appropriately fulfil its vision as laid out in the SC.46 This attitude 
of ‘what will NATO do for Poland’ rather than a ‘what can Poland do for NATO’ is the 
greatest indicator of the message received not only by Poland, but by all CEE states 
from the new SC.

The next example comes from Hungary. In a briefing given at the Hungarian Insti-
tute of Foreign Affairs by attendees of the Lisbon conference, a member of the delega-
tion, in a moment of candidness during the question and answer session, stated that the 
most important outcome from Lisbon was that member states could fulfil capabilities 
by whatever means possible given the current fiscal restraints. Again, there was no 
mention during the entirety of the briefing of possible shouldering of burdens to be 
taken on by Hungary or any of Central Europe.47

In contrast to these background institutes’ indications of takeaways from the SC 
stands the fact that Poland is one of very few countries that actually pledged to increase 
its defence spending in 2011 by 7.1%. In addition, Hungary plans to continue reform 
of its defence forces and actually increase its manning by 1,500.48 Will these increases 
effectively fulfil NATO capabilities, or are they unrelated political decisions? Time will 
tell.

Precedence – The Franco-British Agreement

Since the 1947 Dunkirk treaty the United Kingdom and France have acknowledged 
that the safety and freedom of their peoples are inexorably tied together. The most 
recent recognition of this fact came in November of 2010 when British Prime Minister 
David Cameron and French President Nicolas Sarkozy signed an agreement of 
military cooperation.49 This deal was then championed at NATO’s Lisbon Summit 
later that month, highlighted by Secretary Rasmussen as an exemplary way NATO 
members “can pool resources and make more efficient use of the money they invest in 
defence.”50 Notably, the treaty is significantly broad in scope and shows a depth of both 
commitment and action, covering such fields as unmanned aerial vehicles, military 
satellites, and nuclear research, development, and testing. Furthermore, both nations 
will share the use of aircraft carriers, utilise each others’ spare capacity in airlift and air 
to air refuelling, engage in joint training exercises, and even create a joint expeditionary 
combat arms unit.
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The impetus to this treaty is obvious – money. Following a comprehensive review the 
British government announced a ten percent cut in defence spending and immediately 
began pursuing new, cost effective means to fulfil its tasks. This fiscal imperative was 
enough to overcome significant obstacles. For instance, their diametrically opposed 
approaches to nuclear development from its very beginnings in the 1940s seem to 
have been completely wiped away. Though there is not a pooling of either countries’ 
present day nuclear deterrent, there is seemingly a pooling of their nuclear future.51 
Much more pragmatic hurdles were also overcome. For example British aircraft 
carriers will be modified to accommodate usage by French aircraft.52 This was all 
accomplished despite nationalistic rhetoric spouted by Brits harkening back to the days 
of Agincourt and Trafalgar and by Frenchmen touting De Gaulle’s betrayed legacy. 
It comes to this: regardless of historic animosities and disagreements between the 
two countries, the benefit outweighs the cost. One could say that this is a fulfilment 
of the “guarded optimism that the budgetary rigour may force nations into greater 
efficiency and cooperation by sharing costs and pooling equipment” so desired by 
NATO headquarters.53

Immediately following its signing, both countries made revealing statements, which 
in a larger context can be quite applicable to further undertakings of this sort. David 
Cameron was quick to point out that “This is not, as some have suggested, about 
weakening or pooling British or French sovereignty… [l]et me say this plainly – Britain 
and France are and will always remain sovereign nations, able to deploy our armed 
forces independently and in our national interests when we choose to do so.”54 British 
Defence Secretary Liam Fox described the deal as “real capability and tangible 
results – and proving that cooperation in Europe doesn’t have to be on an EU level, 
but can be on a state-to-state basis”.55 These are two major statements. The first is that 
cooperation and sovereignty are not mutually exclusive. The second is that state-to-
state cooperation does not threaten larger regional cooperation.

Precedence – The Strategic Airlift Capability (SAC)

As early as 1999 with the launch of the Defence Capabilities Initiative NATO’s strategic 
airlift capacity was noted as severely lacking. This became acute in 2003 as NATO 
took over the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) in Afghanistan, and as 
the ISAF mandate grew an even greater reliance on US strategic airlift was palpable. 
Another obvious need accompanied the creation of the NRF, which requires a means of 
transport, estimated anywhere between 100 and 200 sorties for a single deployment.56 
The Strategic Airlift Interim Solution was clearly insufficient, a fact proven when in 
2007, the year after its creation, the United States supported 29 European nations with 
over 900 airlift missions transporting more than 20,000 tons of cargo.57 It is also worth 
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mentioning, though a topic beyond our current study, that growing concurrently was 
a demand for strategic airlift capacity to support the European Union and its CSDP 
requirements.

An additional important impetus for the SAC consortium occurred further away 
than any NATO commitments or capitals – the need for effective humanitarian relief 
efforts became acute. During the Christmas holidays in 2004, over 20,000 Swedes were 
vacationing in countries bordering the Indian Ocean, primarily Thailand. In the early 
morning hours of 26 December, the third largest earthquake in recorded history initiated 
a tsunami that would kill over 200,000 people, 543 of which were Swedish.58 The public 
outcry against the Swedish government as a result of its powerlessness to quickly aid 
affected Swedes brought the situation to a head.59 Though Sweden had already been 
considering procuring two C-17s for support of military operations, this palpable 
deficiency in providing humanitarian relief became the impetus for the political will 
to move forward on an appropriate project, which would allow national interest to 
dictate the use of consortium based strategic airlift assets. These circumstances were 
not unique only to Sweden, as the realisation of this project came as other European 
nations simultaneously drew similar conclusions regarding the need to fulfil mutual 
humanitarian relief requirements.60 European nations needed to be able to pool 
resources to be able to afford an essential military capability that individually would 
be cost prohibitive.

On 12 September 2006, after a year and a half of interest building and debate, a Letter 
of Intent was signed by thirteen countries. It indicated that they were beginning contract 
negotiations and hammering out a specific Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), 
which eventually came into effect in September 2008.61 This MOU defines the roles and 
responsibilities of all the agencies making up the SAC, the participating countries, and 
their associated costs. Less than two weeks later, the Concept of Operations (CONOPS) 
and Concept of Support (CONSUP) were finalised, providing more specific operational 
guidance for the newly forming Heavy Airlift Wing (HAW).62

SAC’s initial hurdles had to do with acquisition. In what manner and under whose 
sovereignty could a consortium of countries buy and own aircraft? The answer was to 
place that part of the organisation under NATO. Drawing on its expertise acquiring, 
setting up, and supporting a NATO unit employing Boeing E-3 AWACS aircraft almost 
thirty years ago, NATO already had the experience to accomplish these tasks. More 
importantly, as an already functioning entity, it had fulfilled all the legal requirements 
permitting procurement of military aircraft under the Foreign Military Sales program. 
The newly created NATO Airlift Management Organization (NAMO) would be tasked 
with acquiring, supporting, and sustaining the aircraft and would therefore fall under 
NATO’s supervision (see Figure 1). The difficulty, however, was that two of the SAC 
nations, Sweden and Finland, are not full NATO members.63
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This was solved in the MOU by granting to the two Partnership for Peace nations, 
Sweden and Finland, equal rights and responsibilities “without any limitation or specific 
condition” while remaining unaffected by the “juridical personality” of other NATO 
agreements.65 As figure one illustrates, NAMO was created as a NATO subsidiary 
and thus NATO members’ relationship with NAMO is easily defined. Subsequently, 
through a signed agreement, the relationship between the non-NATO members and 
NAMO reached an acceptable compromise which would not obligate Sweden and 
Finland beyond their current commitments, but allowed them full participation 
without reservation.

Colonel John Zazworsky, the first commander of the HAW, points out that this 
construction was effective for the logistical tasks delegated to NAMO, but could not 
work for such matters as operational control and tasking, which were necessarily placed 
outside of NATO command and control, due to the participants being both members and 
non-members of NATO.66 Oversight, instead, is given to the newly formed SAC Steering 
Board (SB), made up of one member from each participating country. The designed 
function of this board requires consensus of all members for decision making, based on 
the one country – one vote principle, rather than weighting votes based on participation 
percentage. Operational Control is delegated to the Heavy Airlift Wing Commander 
(HAW/CC). He operationally commands the personnel composing the HAW, and is 
responsible for mission execution, aircraft maintenance, and asset management – how 
to use the hangars, offices, and equipment delegated to the wing. This authority includes 
decisions for whether a mission is feasible given mission requirements, intelligence data, 
and flight crew availability. Since the HAW/CC is a single individual representing one 
country, he is responsible to the SAC SB and makes his decisions based upon the agreed 
MOU, CONOPS, and CONSUP. The final type of command authority, Full Command, 
which is best described as administrative control, is retained by the sending country. 
This means discipline, pay, and other administrative matters are undertaken by the 
country who sends the personnel.67

Financing is quite possibly the most debated question in any such endeavour. 
However, this must be put in context. Analysts estimate that for a single country to 
own a single C-17 the personnel costs alone would be roughly 24 million euro per year. 
If that same country would create a grouping of four countries owning four aircraft 
the per-country annual personnel cost would drop to 13 million euro. Though this is 
significant yearly savings, this type of arrangement does not surmount the significant 
hurdle of a 220 million USD procurement cost per plane. The SAC’s final solution of 
twelve countries collectively sharing three aircraft made this burden bearable.68

Serendipitously, the method to decide how to fairly split up the costs in the case 
of SAC was worked out rather easily. Following a commitment by each country as 
to how many flight hours they would utilise per year, a percentage or “cost share” 
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of this total was calculated for each country. This cost share is divided into three 
categories: an acquisition segment, an operations segment, and a flight hour segment. 
The acquisitions portion has to do with the procurement of the airplanes and their bed 
down at Pápa Airbase. The operations segment encompasses all costs associated with 
day to day operations undergone by the wing as a whole, such as training, facilities, 
and maintenance. The flight hour portion is variable and depends on costs associated 
with a mission.69

Figure 2: SAC Flying Hours (3500 Total)70

What this worked out to, in practice, was 3,500 overall planned flying hours by the 
three HAW aircraft annually. A given country, for instance Hungary, chose to fly 50 
hours annually. Therefore it pays roughly 50/3500 percent of the cost, or 1.43%. Though 
the flight hour portion of the costs vary, dependent upon cargo and passenger on- and 
off-load location, the associated airport servicing fees, over flight fees, air refuelling 
tanker support, and of course the fuel costs themselves, the bottom line for Hungary 
is by paying less than 1.5% of the total SAC cost the capability to own and operate C-17 
aircraft becomes cost effective, rather than cost prohibitive.71
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Another, perhaps clearer comparison is Sweden, who committed to 550 of the SAC’s 
3500 total hours. Their acquisition cost share is 14.67% of the whole and operations 
segment is 15.71%. Given the stated 26 year operational commitment, these segments 
average out to a total annual cost of far less than the previously mentioned 24 million 
euro per year personnel-only costs to individually own one C-17.72 The decreased 
up-front costs, well below the 220 million dollar aircraft-only price tag, coupled 
with tolerable yearly costs, create an opportunity. The monetary advantage for each 
individual participant truly brings what was once an impossibility within their grasp.

Having now recorded the historical beginnings of this organisation we can draw 
some conclusions regarding motivations and desires from not only these events, but 
also from the text of the MOU, the formative document creating the SAC. From its 
opening preamble the MOU places emphasis and primacy on participant countries 
national requirements fulfilling national interests, with only a secondary emphasis on 
support of NATO and multinational commitments.73 This is further illustrated in the 
mission priorities of the HAW.

1. National support to EU/NATO/UN for employment/deployment
2. Response to actual/anticipated conflict or crisis in which a SAC nation is involved
3. Response to national emergency in direct support of SAC nation’s citizens
4. National support to EU/NATO/UN for other reasons not covered by #1
5. National support to a humanitarian operation
6. Other national requirements74

The consistent theme of this agreement is that SAC participants, acting in their own 
national interest, may support either international organisations or their own needs.

These national interests also account for national budgetary goals. From the first 
page of the MOU, the ever present fiscal reality calls for this consortium to “meet the 
needs of the participating nations safely, reliably, and at the lowest possible cost”.75 
We have already noted that during its creation a portion of the organisation was set 
up under NATO supervision – a necessity not only legally but also financially. A new 
organisation outside of NATO would have been costly and time consuming to create 
and would likely have been an insurmountable obstacle. Cost was a huge factor in 
every nation’s decision to assent or decline participation.76

Later on we see the implied effect of individual national interest and cost limitations 
in the MOU. “If the C-17 aircraft are used in support of tasks related to Article 5 of the 
North Atlantic Treaty, signed in Washington, April 4, 1949, the status of non-NATO 
member States will be maintained. In particular, any such use must be conducted in 
such a way as to ensure that non-NATO member States will not carry political, legal, 
or financial responsibility for the use.”77 This statement succinctly separates those non-
NATO members from any potential involvement of asset usage in defence of NATO’s 
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Article 5. However, given NATO’s support of the current conflict in Afghanistan, and 
its basis on Article 5, we can surmise that this type of use is quite possible given the right 
political circumstances. We can therefore conclude that giving NATO preferred status 
in the use of these aircraft would run counter to the basic ideals of SAC cooperation. The 
SAC is composed of nations who desire to fulfil their national capability requirements, 
only some of which will be in support of NATO obligations.

Analysis of the text also indicates certain missing elements which have subsequently 
proven problematic. For instance, there is no statement committing man hours to 
fulfil job requirements, only personnel dedicated to given positions within the HAW. 
There is wide variation in policies of the participating nations with regards to leave, 
pay, work hours, crew duty length, tour length, medical examinations, etc., yet these 
discrepancies are not adequately addressed by the MOU, CONOPS, and CONSUP. 
When every penny counts and the mission must get completed, considerable effort is 
put into agreeably reconciling such circumstances in which national policies and HAW 
mission requirements conflict.78

The final problematic area is not stated, but implied. Given the peculiarity that 
NAMO, a NATO entity, owns all three C-17 aircraft, there is a complete lack of 
sovereignty. In addition, when four or more participants simultaneously require one of 
the three aircraft for a compelling national need, someone will end up empty handed. 
In a time of conflicting dire need or divorce, no nation is sovereign to utilise what is 
theirs for their own needs, as they do not truly own the assets. While this is understood 
and accepted in such an agreement over such large, support assets as strategic airlift 
aircraft, this means the consortium concept cannot be applied to just any type of asset. 
The most obvious counter argument would be if fighter type aircraft were in a similar 
arrangement. In case of attack, whom would they be obligated first to defend? In case 
of disbanding the consortium, who would possess them? These difficulties likely create 
an insurmountable problem that no compromise could make viable.

In the final analysis, based upon historical development and published guidance, 
we can succinctly elucidate the necessary conditions that must be applied to any 
such cooperative endeavour. First and foremost, there must be a compelling national 
interest fulfilled in order for countries to commit the time and money. Second, there 
must be considerable cost savings for participants to overcome the difficulties of 
coordination. Third, common membership in NATO is desired though not required. 
Fourth, cooperation should be sufficiently small to preclude dropouts yet sufficiently 
large to create tangible cost savings. Fifth, the agreements must be sufficiently detailed 
to forestall potential disagreements, particularly those affecting financing. Finally, the 
pursued consortium concept must be appropriately applied to avert arguments over 
sovereignty. The next step is to apply these conditions to the V4-US relationship within 
NATO to see why these players are in an optimal position to take concrete steps forward.
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Why the US?

Why should the US get involved in such a Central European dilemma? The US will 
be the required stimulus to begin the process, not just through financial backing, but 
also by making the argument. V4 politicians will not initiate this cooperation without 
being convinced they can, should, and must. This argument will be a political one, put 
forward from US leaders towards leaders of the V4 countries, proposing groundbreaking 
cooperation fulfilling NATO capability requirements using the consortium concept as 
enacted by the HAW.

In order to embark on this project requiring both time and money, the US must first 
understand the benefit to itself. “[R]eliance on current or future national solutions alone 
continues to stratify the alliance between large wealthy nations and smaller poorer 
nations”.79 This stratification can be dangerous, if not fatal to the organisation. As the 
leading member of the North Atlantic Alliance the US shoulders far more than its share 
of the responsibility, however, a stronger, more effective and capable NATO has the 
potential to alleviate some of this burden. The US should recognise the reality of the 
fiscal situation based on the overwhelming extent of telling data.

According to Secretary Rasmussen, within the next few years the US will likely 
pick up fully 75% of the cost of NATO due to shrinking European expenditures.80 
A recent study completed by Colonel Joel Hillison, the director of National Security 
Studies at the US Army War College, focuses on what he calls the ‘1999 wave’ of new 
NATO members (the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland) specifically looking at 
the question of burden sharing. Hillison concludes that in spite at their own lack of 
ability (i.e. outdated, unmaintainable, post-Soviet equipment and training methods) the 
desire of these countries to build good reputations as new members of NATO led to 
a fair shouldering of burdens. The 1999 wave wanted to prove they were reliable and 
up to the task – they wanted to be security producers not consumers. The looming 
threat is that twelve years after accession, the reputations for these countries have now 
been built, therefore their willingness to contribute shifts from reputation building to 
sustainment, often a much harder political battle.81

A good starting point for posing the argument is recognising the V4’s current 
strategic point of view. The entirety of this paper has focused on just this – the NSS 
of the V4 countries, their going in argument to NATO’s new SC, and their reaction to 
its publishing shows exactly what they want. The US needs to help them get it. This 
is the only way Central European political will can be energised and złotys, korunas, 
forints, and euros spent. The US acknowledges the desire of each individual V4 country 
for greater bilateral cooperation. This is illustrated by V4 troop commitments over the 
past eight years both in Iraq and Afghanistan. Though all four countries had pressing 
internal reform or modernisation needs, a huge portion of their budget went to 
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expeditionary efforts to participate in out of area missions. This was not only for NATO 
solidarity, but also to extend a friendly hand across the Atlantic to build bilateral ties 
with the US. The US recognises the collective need of the V4 to see visible assurances 
of territorial defence of NATO’s eastern flank. Their shared historical perspective and 
close proximity to Russia incites natural fear and a need to secure their borders against 
a threat from the East. They need a NATO backed force presence on Central European 
territory.

The makeup of this force can be established in detail based on our analysis to date. 
First, this force must be some sort of logistical or combat support element, as opposed 
to a combat arms force which would incite too negative of a Russian reaction. Those 
composing the group should be co-members of both NATO and the EU to maximise 
capability and minimise overlap. This new initiative should fulfil a required NATO 
capability shortfall. This cooperation should be synergistic, taking advantage of the 
CEE neighbourhood – bordering airspace, side by side location, and common external 
borders to the east. This cooperation should take advantage of present realities – former 
Warsaw Pact countries utilise left over Soviet equipment either in need of overhaul and 
maintenance or replacement. It should also recognise significant obstacles – primarily 
a lack of trust and confidence in one another.

The argument should purport the principles and lessons learned from the SAC. 
There must be a compelling national interest. There must be studied and proven 
cost savings. The mechanism for fair cost sharing must be agreed upon at the start. 
The required mechanism of consensus and one country-one vote equality should be 
institutionalised. Countries with common membership in international organisations, 
such as NATO and the EU, should be pursued. The number of founding members of 
the consortium should be sufficiently small to simplify agreement and avoid dropout, 
yet sufficiently large to maximise the benefit of cost savings. The final agreement 
needs sufficient detail: there must be appropriate operational command to make final 
decisions on executability of mission; there must be delineated, concrete prioritisation 
of tasks. Finally, the basis of the consortium – the system that is shared – must preclude 
arguments over sovereignty.

The US must proceed carefully. As we have often done for the purposes of 
argumentation in this paper, the V4 states are often looked at as a whole, rather than 
as four individual countries. Given the relative size of the US versus the V4, it is 
understandable to lump them together. However, this would be a mistake. The US must 
remember that all four countries have slightly differing, nuanced views, not to mention 
a bit of an inferiority complex due to size, ability, and historical defeat. Poland is much 
larger than the other three. Hungary has a completely unrelated and difficult language 
to learn. The Czech Republic has no border external to NATO or the EU. Slovakia has 
already joined the Euro zone. During pre-Soviet history the Czech Republic ties were 
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with Germany while Slovakia was under the Austro-Hungarian Empire. Poland has 
historically been closer linked to Lithuania or more dominated by its eastern and 
western neighbours than the countries to its south. These are nuances that American 
diplomats and generals are often wont to recall as they sit down at the negotiating table.

Why the V4?

The V4 stands at an interesting crossroads. The great internal debate amongst experts 
in the V4 countries is whether the organisation itself is still a relevant and useful idea. 
It clearly has shared interests in political, economic, and other sectors. It also clearly 
has its fair share of problems and hurdles to overcome.82 The shared history and goals 
already discussed only partially answer the question: why should the V4 take the 
proposed steps, rather than some other forum of cooperation? There must be more than 
just the previously mentioned reasons to act within the V4 forum. We have established 
that the SC calls for action by each individual V4 country as a member of NATO. It calls 
on them to modify their forces, expand their capabilities, and meet their commitments. 
Furthermore, it acknowledges there must be cooperation for this to occur in a cost-
effective manner, but why specifically should the V4 be those countries that band 
together to take these steps?

They should take these steps primarily because of their own need. Just like the 
British and French in 1947, the V4 needs to see that their safety is inexorably tied to one 
another – that their destinies are linked. Yes, they are members of NATO and can rely 
on this collective defence organisation, but within this group they most closely identify 
with one another. From across the Atlantic this fact is much more apparent, while in 
the centre of Europe the V4 cannot see the forest for the trees. One can argue that the 
Central European identity is one of defeatism, of being the battleground for large power 
confrontations, and of being at the mercy of their neighbours. This identity should lead 
to a conclusion of shared destiny very similar to that which the UK and France came 
to believe. Though this Central European identity is not unique to just the V4, it is 
certainly a veritable reality in their case.

Second, they should band together because alone their militaries (arguably excepting 
Poland) are incapable. After twenty plus years of attempting procurement, reform, and 
modernisation alone the results are disappointing. All four countries’ military capacity 
could be better off now if they had engaged in better cooperation: more ex-Russian 
helicopters could have been maintained, more tanks could have been modernised, and 
certainly a more capable jet fighter capability could have been built. Twenty years from 
now these four countries cannot afford to be suffering from the same mistake.83
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Thirdly, they should cooperate because it makes NATO stronger. The V4 collectively 
have dedicated significant numbers of personnel to the current ISAF force as well as 
other NATO actions in the Western Balkans, Georgia, and even Iraq. Some of these 
personnel have lost their lives in defence of NATO interests. They are sent into harm’s 
way as not only a show of solidarity for NATO, but to back up its credibility and make 
it more effective. Right now, given NATO’s current state of affairs, the greatest way to 
show solidarity and back up NATO’s credibility is through fulfilling the capabilities 
the Secretary General has called for in the way he has asked. This is what NATO 
wants, because this is what is best for NATO. A few dozen more troops may help 
in Afghanistan, but a lasting cooperation amongst NATO members that will fulfil a 
critical capability for years to come is far better.

The media likes to refer to the ‘brand name’ of the V4. It is known and respected 
due to its past accomplishments. It is often referred to as the most successful forum of 
Central European cooperation. Almost fourteen years ago three of its members were 
invited to join NATO and the influence of V4 cooperation was acknowledged. The 
International Visegrad Fund, set up over ten years ago, functions effectively to much 
acclaim. In 2004 all four members completed their stated goal of accession to the EU. 
However, there ends the short list of news-worthy steps. In a ‘what have you done 
for me lately’ world almost seven years following this accession, is the brand name 
losing its luster? The most oft mentioned issue raised when discussing V4 cooperation 
is either its relevance or disagreements between Hungary and Slovakia, not successful 
programs. The time has come for a new breakthrough if the leaders of the V4 countries 
want to sustain the legitimacy of the grouping.

The location benefit cannot be underestimated. The most basic student of 
international trade economics understands the benefits of co-location and economies 
of scale. Delivery costs decrease, trade increases, money is made and saved, and ties 
tighten. In an environment where cost-effectiveness is the buzz word of the day, 
cooperation amongst neighbours just makes sense – particularly in the defence sector 
where airspace, airlift distances, and existing infrastructure can be either synergistic 
or obstacle building. Building an effective economy of scale requires taking advantage 
of these ties. Shared internal borders with each other and a common eastern external 
border emphasise this positive.

The basic structure is there. Though in a very ad hoc, unorganised manner, the idea 
of cooperation amongst these four countries is not a new one. It must be developed and 
institutionalised – ad hoc doesn’t work when you are talking about 200-million-dollar 
aircraft, 100-million-dollar facilities, and a 5-billion-dollar commitment over thirty 
years. The monetary investment is too big to rely on discussion and handshakes. V4 
cooperation in the security sector must change from the current state of discussion 
forum to a much more codified cooperation.
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The V4 are members of both NATO and the EU, and as such there is a certain synergy 
of shared membership. They can go much further than simply avoiding duplication, 
they can fulfil capabilities for both organisations simultaneously.

Another argument for the V4 revolves around Poland. Since joining NATO, Poland 
has always felt it has yet to gain the respect it deserves. Though it has a history of being 
trampled underfoot during major European conflicts it also has a proud military history 
dating from the tenth century, which continued through an impressive underground 
army organisation and uprising against the Nazis even after years of subjugation during 
WWII. Furthermore, it perceives a lack of respect for its present state as a major military 
player with significant weight and contribution. This is reflected by the absence of both 
NATO presence in Poland and Polish representation in Brussels. The reality is that 
Poland can contribute much more as the bigger brother of the V4 rather than the little 
brother in the Weimar Triangle.84

Poland therefore is the natural leader, and Polish soil is the natural location for the 
next pooled resources consortium to be undertaken by a NATO member. Poland’s 
weight in Brussels will certainly increase if it is the greatest contributor to a consortium 
which fills a critical need. Hungary, the Czech Republic, and Slovakia are natural 
followers – also desiring to see CEE influence in Brussels increase and NATO presence 
in the CEE increase. They should be willing participants of a Poland led consortium of 
V4 countries. Also, these three smaller V4 countries could have no better advocate or 
leader within a consortium than Poland, a country far closer to their strategic viewpoint 
than say, Sweden, the second largest participant in the SAC.

Conditions Fulfilled – What Are the Possibilities?

Which capabilities should be pursued? NATO’s most recent articulation of its enduring 
purpose call for the fulfilment of numerous requirements: ballistic missile defence, NBC 
defence, cyberdefence, the ability to contribute to energy security, counter Improvised 
Explosive Device (IED), helicopter lift, and the AGS system, as well as robust, modern, 
deployable conventional forces for Article 5 responsibilities and NRF fulfilment. The 
majority of these requirements contain an area of potential cooperation amongst the 
V4 using the consortium concept, though some are more feasible and attractive than 
others. However, the purpose of this monograph is not to list multiple different possible 
consortia that could be chosen from, but to put forth the principles by which they must 
be pursued. In spite of this, it is worthwhile to give a few possibilities which seem 
feasible and caution against others which seem contrary to these purported principles.85

NATO’s desire to contribute to energy security is an interesting potential cooperation 
field. As we have already mentioned, despite differences in energy sources, transit 
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routes, and their resultant effects on relations with Russia, the V4 is taking its first steps 
toward joint cooperation to ensure regional energy security. However, if any NATO 
institution specifically concerned with security of energy supply were to be created and 
positioned in Russia’s closest NATO member neighbours, likely the pendulum would 
swing glaringly towards provocation, bringing consequences far beyond the benefits of 
the cooperation. Thus Russia’s potential reaction leads us to eliminate this new NATO 
capability as a potential for V4 cooperation under NATO’s umbrella.

Similarly, there is no doubt of Russia’s extremely negative and potentially aggressive 
reaction to V4 cooperation with any sort of new ballistic missile system likely to be 
placed in Central Europe. This is an incredibly politically sensitive issue where 
the current Central European stance is viewed as acquiescence rather than active 
participation, and even that is causing friction. Altering this perception further towards 
deliberate involvement is not advised. In addition, the price tag of this system is likely 
to be so exceptionally high that any V4 cooperation would not contribute a meaningful 
percentage.

An enormous percentage of V4 defence funds go towards fighter type aircraft, a critical 
component of every nation’s conventional forces and one piece of the NRF. Analysts are 
quick to jump on the possible monetary gains from a fighter consortium. Convenient 
overlap is noticeable in left over Mig-29s operated by Poland, Slovakia, and the Czech 
Republic as well as Gripens operated by both the Czech Republic and Hungary, which 
perhaps lend themselves to some type of cooperative effort. However, the sovereignty 
and trust question in this case could be an insurmountable problem. A Polish flight 
lead with a Slovak wingman simply will not work well as a team – not only are their 
tactics different, but the inherent trust required between a two ship of fighter aircraft 
who rely on each other for mutual support is completely lacking. In contrast to this, a 
consortium of trainer aircraft where V4 instructors teach aspiring V4 pilots from their 
very first flight through every preparatory step towards flying a fourth or even fifth 
generation fighter fits all of our criteria. Furthermore it invests in the future, making 
a fighter consortium a future possibility, and builds a culture of trust amongst V4 air 
forces.

There are innumerable other conventional force consortia which could be proposed, 
the most interesting of which to the author is collaboration in helicopter lift capabilities. 
Not only is this presently a noted NATO critical shortfall, it is also an area of synergy 
between the V4. Connected airspace, left over Soviet equipment, and cost factors 
lend themselves to this idea. Joint use of personnel and a combined maintenance 
contract would lead to incredible monetary savings. This would not be a combat arms 
consortium, thus avoiding both sovereignty problems and provoking a significant 
response out of Russia. Furthermore, trust could gradually build through side by side 
cooperation in a rather benign environment before any sort of conflict is entered. The 
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question, though, is whether this cooperation can even get off the ground. Perhaps an 
article published inside the V4 by a member of the US military laying out the necessary 
conditions can be the kick start to get it going.
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